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T-Shirt Hats
1. Take a t-shirt and cut it under the arms. You will be using the botom half of the t-shirt.
2. Cut the botom half of the t-shirt down the center vertically.
3. From each half, cut off the botom seam of the t-shirt and set aside for step 7.
4. From each half, collect the raw edges.
5. Pin together the raw edges, allowing a half-inch seam,
6. Sew edges together by hand or with a sewing machine.
7 .Around  one of the unsewn, open ends of the hat, make cuts 1.5-2 inches deep, leaving      
  1.5-2 inches of space beween each cut, creating a ring of strings around the open edge. 
8. Gather the strips and tie them together with the cut-off botom seam to form a tassel.
9. On the opposite open end, fold up wo inches to make a brim. 
10. To secure and hold up the brim, attach a button to the brim of the hat, making sure to 
    sew through boh layers of the brim. Add extra buttons around the brim for more 
    decoration and to further secure the fold.
11. Customize your hat by adding extra decorations, fabric scraps, or paint. 
For a video demonstrating how to make the hat, visit http://tinyurl.com/sustshirthat
For video of fun ways to secure the hat brim visit http://tinyurl.com/fabyoyo
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